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NEW QUESTION: 1
You would like to ensure that all Amazon S3 buckets going
forward, current and newly created ones, have logging enabled.
What type of trigger(s) should you use?
A. only a transitioning trigger
B. both configuration change and periodic triggers
C. only a periodic trigger

D. only a configuration change trigger
Answer: D
Explanation:
This case requires only a configuration change trigger because
you only need to trigger when S3 buckets are created and
changed. There is no time component to when the trigger needs
to fire.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/config/latest/developerguide/evaluat
e-config-rules.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Case Study
This is a case study. Case studies are not timed separately.
You can use as much exam time as you would like to complete
each case. However, there may be additional case studies and
sections on this exam. You must manage your time to ensure that
you are able to complete all questions included on this exam in
the time provided.
To answer the questions included in a case study, you will need
to reference information that is provided in the case study.
Case studies might contain exhibits and other resources that
provide more information about the scenario that is described
in the case study. Each question is independent of the other
question on this case study.
At the end of this case study, a review screen will appear.
This screen allows you to review your answers and to make
changes before you move to the next sections of the exam. After
you begin a new section, you cannot return to this section.
To start the case study
To display the first question on this case study, click the
Next button. Use the buttons in the left pane to explore the
content of the case study before you answer the questions.
Clicking these buttons displays information such as business
requirements, existing environment, and problem statements. If
the case study has an All Information tab, note that the
information displayed is identical to the information displayed
on the subsequent tabs. When you are ready to answer a
question, click the Question button to return to the question.
Background
General
Trey Research is the global leader in analytical data
collection and research. Trey Research houses its servers in a
highly secure server environment. The company has continuous
monitoring, surveillance, and support to prevent unauthorized
access and data security.
The company uses advanced security measures including
firewalls, security guards, and surveillance to ensure the
continued service and protection of data from natural disaster,
intruders, and disruptive events.

Trey Research has recently expanded its operations into the
cloud by using Microsoft Azure. The company creates an Azure
virtual network and a Virtual Machine (VM) for moving
on-premises Subversion repositories to the cloud. Employees
access Trey Research applications hosted on-premises and in the
cloud by using credentials stored on-premises.
Applications
Trey Research hosts two mobile apps on Azure, DataViewer and
DataManager. The company uses Azure- hosted web apps for
internal and external users. Federated partners of Trey
Research have a single sign- on (SSO) experience with the
DataViewer application.
Architecture
You have an Azure Virtual Network (VNET) named
TREYRESEARCH_VNET. The VNET includes all hosted VMs. The
virtual network includes a subnet named Frontend and a subnet
named RepoBackend. A resource group has been created to contain
the TREYRESEARCH_VNET, DataManager and DataViewer.
You manage VMs by using System Center VM Manager (SCVMM). Data
for specific high security projects and clients are hosted
on-premises. Data for other projects and clients are hosted in
the cloud.
Azure Administration
DataManager
The DataManager app connects to a RESTful service. It allows
users to retrieve, update, and delete Trey Research data.
Requirements
General
You have the following general requirements:
Azure deployment tasks must be automated by using Azure
Resource Manager (ARM).
Azure tasks must be automated by using Azure PowerShell.
Disaster recovery
Disaster recovery and business continuity plans must use a
single, integrated service that supports the following
features:
All VMs must be backed up to Azure.
All on-premises data must be backed up off-site and available
for recovery in the event of a disaster.
Disaster testing must be performed to ensure that recovery
times meet management guidelines.
Fail-over testing must not impact production.
Security
You identify the following security requirements:
You host multiple subversion (SVN) repositories in the
RepoBackend subnet. The SVN servers on this

subnet must use inbound and outbound TCP at port 8443.
Any configuration changes to account synchronization must be
tested without disrupting the services.
High availability is required for account synchronization
services.
Employees must never have to revert to old passwords.
Usernames and passwords must not be passed in plain text.
Any identity solution must support Kerberos authentication
protocol. You must use Security Assertion
Markup Language (SAML) claims to authenticate to on-premises
data resources. You must implement an on-premises password
policy.
Users must be able to reset their passwords in the cloud.
Users must be able to access all of the applications and
resources that they need in order to do
business by signing in only using a single user account.
Subversion server
Subversion Server Sheet
TREYRESEARCH_SVN_VM
Azure Virtual Machine - Window Server Technical Preview 2016
Installed SVN Server
Outbound TCP 8443
Resource group - TREYRESEARCHVM_RG
Location - West US
Computer name - TREYRESEARCHSVNVM
User name - admin
Size - Standard A2
Disk type - Standard
Storage account - (new) TREYRESEARCHstore
Virtual network - TREY RESEARCH_VNET
Subnet - RepoBackend (10.0.2.0/24)
Public IP address - (new) TREYRESEARCHSVNVM
Network security group - (new) TREYRESEARCHSVNVM
Availability set - None
Diagnostics - Enabled
Diagnostics storage account - (new) TREYRESEARCHstore
You need to implement testing for the DataManager mobile
application.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation/Reference:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-insights/app
-insights-monitor-web-app- availability#multi-step-web-tests

NEW QUESTION: 3
The company has two corporate offices. Customers will access
the websites from datacenters around the world.
You need to architect the global website strategy to meet the
business requirements. Use the drop-down menus to select the
answer choice that answers each question.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
* Scenario: The customer-facing website must have access to all
ad copy and media.
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